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Introduction

In the present work the authors study properties of Hopf structures modelled
on complex ^-theory modp of //-spaces. Namely, let X be an //-space which has
a homotopy type of finite CW-complexes, and p a prime. For each choice of the
admissible external multiplication μp of K *( ;ZP) [2], K*(X; Zp) gains a struc-
ture of algebra as well as that of coalgebra, hence a kind of structure like Hopf al-
gebra. We study structures modelled on these structures. Our results were already
partly announced in [3] and also reported in Neuchatel conference on //-spaces,
1970 (to appear in Springer Lecture Notes Series) by the first named author.

When we compare our structures like Hopf algebras with the classical Hopf
algebras modelled on the ordinary homology and cohomology of //-spaces, we will
find two significant differences. The first point of difference is that the classical
Hopf algebras are non-negatively graded and can be discussed sometimes by mak-
ing use of an induction argument on degrees (cf., [10] etc.), but our structures are
Z2-graded and we cannot use such arguments. We use instead sometimes two filt-
rations (F-filtrations by algebra structure and G-filtrations by coalgebra struc-
ture) originally due to Browder [6], or some other arguments.

The second point is that in the classical Hopf algebras the relation

φφ = (φ®φ)(l®T®l)(ψ®ψ)

of Milnor-Moore [10] is important. But in our structures the above relation may
not hold in general. The above relation in the classical case is essentially based on
the commutatίvity of external multiplications of ordinary homology and cohomo-
logy. But the external multiplication μp of K*( Zp) may not be commutative in
general, and is never commutative in case p=2 [2]. Fortunately the deviation
formula from the commutativity is known [2]. So we regard this non-
commutativity as a kind of commutativity relation replacing the ordinary twisting
morphism T by the λ-modified one 7\, (2.17). Actually we find the above
relation holds also in our structures if we replace T by a suitable Tλ. In the de-
finition of Tλ a differential comes in. Thus we talk of the differential Hopf
algebras (in a modified sense)' from the beginning.
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When the differential is trivial we find a Hopf algebra (in Z2-graded but not
modified sense). Thus our theory contains a theory on Hopf algebras in Z2-graded
sense. Generally we do not assume the finite dimensionality even though our main
interest is to apply for K*(X Zp) with finite CW-H-space X.

In § 1 we define algebras, coalgebras and two filtrations, and discuss basic pro-
perties of these filtrations, associated graded algebras and coalgebras, some con-
sequences of making use of these filtrations. In §2 we first formulate some basic
properties of ordinary twisting morphism or, more generally, of signed permu-
tations by making use of a semi-simplicial terminology. Then we define λ-modi-
fied twisting morphism and λ-modified permutations, and see that they also
behave the same basic properties as ordinary ones. This justifies to use λ-modified
permutations instead of ordinary signed permutations. In §3 we discuss differen-
tial algebras, coalgebras and their spectral sequences associated with the basic
filtrations. In §4 we define λ-modified differential Hopf algebras and discuss their
spectral sequences, primitivity and coprimitivity, and some related propositions.
Here we check some propositions and theorems of [10] work also for our λ-modi-
fied differential Hopf algebras. In § 5 we define the notion of derived Hopf alge-
bras of λ-modified differential Hopf algebras, which will be used in § 6 in connec-
tion with the characterization of primitivity and coprimitivity. In § 6 we discuss
our version of Milnor-Moore criterions of primitivity and coprimitivity (cf.,[10],
Proposition 4.20), Theorem (6.6), (6.6*), (6.15) and (6.15*). In case/>=2 and
Xd Φ 0 the criterions fail to be criterions since we could not prove the inverse the-
orem in this case. Still it says something, and we could establish the primitivity or
coprimitivity of all terms of spectral sequences associated with basic filtrations,
Theorem (6.17).

1. Basic filtrations

1.1. All modules will be understood to be defined over a field K through-
out the present work. A Z2-graded module (or G2-module) M is a module over K
graded with indices in Z2, i.e.,

M = MoφM, .

Elements of Mo (or of Mλ) will be called of even type (or of odd type). Morphisms
of G2-modules are understood to preserve Z2-gradings. A G2-module M has a ca-
nonical involution σ such that

(1.1) σ | M 0 = l and σ | M 1 = — 1 .

When the characteristic of K is different from 2 the involution σ characterizes the
Z2-grading conversely.

Let M and N be G2-modules. The tensor product M®N is a G2-module
defined by
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= M0®N0+M1®Nly (M®N\ = M0®JV1+M1®JV0.

The ground field K is always understood as to be Z2-graded by K0=K and
^—{0}. Then we have canonical isomorphisms

(1.2) M

of G2-modules.
By a graded G2-module M we mean a G2-module with a non-negative grading

M=®n>0M»

such that M is (Z, Z2)-bigraded, i.e.,

Similarly a bigraded G2-module is defined.

1.2. An algebra A is a G2-module equipped with morphisms of G2-modules

φ: A®A->Ay called by a multiplication,

η: K-^Ay called by a unit.

and

£: A->K, called by an augmentation,

which satisfy relations

via the canonical identification (1.2) for M=Ay

φκ(£®S) = Sφ and ζη=lκ.

Notice that 6: (Ay φy η)-*K is a morphism of G2-modules equipped with multi-
plications and units.

A coalgebra A is a G2-module equipped with morphisms of G2-modules

φ: A-+A®Ay called by a comultiplίcatίon,

8: A->Ky called by a counit,

and

η: K->Ay called by an augmentation,

which satisfy relations

(8®l)φ = (l®8)φ = lA ,

ψv = (v®v)Φκ and 8η = \κ .
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An algebra (or a coalgebra) A is called to be associative when the multipli-
cation φ (or the comultiplication ψ) satisfies

φ(φ®\) = φ{\®φ) (or {ψ®\)ψ = (l®ψ)ψ) .

An algebra (or a coalgebra) A is called to be graded when the underlying G2-
module is graded and all structure morphisms preserve degrees. A graded algebra
(or coalgebra) A is called to be connected when A°^K, as usual.

Let A be an algebra (or a coalgebra). Since Sη = l/o we have a direct sum
decomposition of G2-modules

(1.3) A = I

where K and Im η are identified through the isomorphism η: K^lmη, and
Ker £ is denoted by A We regard as 1 ̂ A via the above identification. We can
also identify A with Coker η. Let

i: AaA and p: A-+A

be the inclusion and projection respectively. The map

(1.4) φ = pφ(ι®ι): A®A^A

(or ψ = (ρ®ρ)ψc: A->A®A)

is called the reduced multiplication (or comultiplication).
Images of morphisms are called sub algebras (or sub coalgebras). Kernels of

morphisms are called ideals (or coideals). Hence every ideal (or coideal) J of A is
contained in A, and the quotient A/J becomes an algebra (or a coalgebra) called a
quotient algebra (or a quotient coalgebra). If A is an algebra and / is an ideal of A,
then KQ)J is a sub algebra. If A is a coalgebra and 5 is a sub coalgebra, then
J3 is a coideal of A

Let A be an algebra (or a coalgebra) and M be a G2-module. When M is
equipped with a morphism of G2-modules

φM\ A®M-+M {orψM: M->A®M)

such that

® 1M) = 1M (or ( ^ ® 1 M ) 0 M = 1M)

z ώ the canonical identification K®M=M, then M is called a left A-module (or
A-comodule). Right y4-modules (or .4-comodules) are similarly defined. When A
is associative and φM (or </>M) is associative in the sense that
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then M is called to be associative.

1.3. Let A be an algebra (or coalgebra) and A®k=A®-
the k-xh power of A in the sense of tensor products. Let

(1.5)

(or (1.5*)

denote a map containing <p (or ψ) in the ί-th tensor factor for
Define a set Wk of ^-tuples of integers by

(1.6) wk =

and a map

for each w Λ e W7^ by

(l. 7)

(or (1. 7*)

Putting

stand for

(or

(or 0JT* = (p®

we define a decreasing (or increasing) filtration

(1.8) F°A = Af F1A = Af

(or {G*i}) of A by

(or (1.8*) G°A = K,

GkA= ΠW

for

for

and call it the F-filtration (or G-filtratiori) of A If 3̂ is associative then these filt-
rations coincide with those of [1], hence essentially to those of [6].

Sometimes we denote as

(or φ0 = φ$» = lA)

and

Ψo = Ψ<f> = i' A-+A

(or φo = pφo = p: A-+A
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And putting

Ψn = Ίl°{®wn^wnΨ» (or φn = {®Wn<EWnΨ»°Δ\ n>\ ,

where Δ: A-+A® — ®A and Σ: A® — ®A-*A are the diagonal map and the

dual, we have

Fn+1A = Im ψn (or GnA = Ker φn)

for n>O.

The associated graded G2-module is

(1. 9) E0(A) = Σk>oEkoA, ElA =

(or (1. 9*) JE(A) = Σlk>ooEkA, 0E*A = GkA\Gk~'A).

We put

(1. 10) QkA = A/Fk+1A

(or (1.10*) P*A = AΠG*A)

for Λ> 1. In the case of coalgebra we have a direct sum decomposition

According to a notation of [10] we write also as

Q(A) = Q'A (or P(A) = PιA)

and call it the module of indecomposable elements (or of primitive elements) of A. In

the case of algebra, if a sub G2-module M of A is mapped isomorphically onto Q

(A) through the projection A-*Q(A), then we call that M represents the module

of indecomposable elements of A.

1.4. The above filtrations of algebras (or coalgebras) can be naturally gene-

ralized to filtrations of ^4-modules (or -comodules). Namely, let A be an algebra

(or a coalgebra) and M a left ^4-module (or -comodule). We define the map φa:>

(or ψ™) of (1.5) for M by replacing the last tensor factor of A®k and A®k+1 by M.

Then, define the map

(or ψ?k: M

by the same formula (1.7) for each wk^ Wk. Finally, putting

(or ψ»* =
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we define a decreasing (or increasing) filtration {FkM} (or {GkM}) of M by

(1.11) F°M=F1M=M,

for

(or

(i
(or

(1.11*) G°M =

G*M =

The associated graded G,

12)

(1. 12*)

E0(M) = Σ

oE(M) = Σ

= {0},

= Γ W K V

,-module is

ikEΌM, ,

)kaE
kM, 0

for k>ί).

Ek

0M = F*M/F*+1M

= G*M/GklM).

We put

(1. 13) £*M = M\F^XM (or P*M = G*M)

for Λ> 1 in analogy with (1.10). Then we have

(1. 14) QλM = ElM = K®AM

(or (1. 14*) P1M=0E
1M=K\JAM)

by using the notations of [10], p.215 and p.219.

Let A be an algebra (or a coalgebra). A is a left ^4-module (or -comodule)

with the structure map

ΨA =

(or φΆ = (1®p)φAc:

Observe that

<p(ι®t) = φ<p(ι®ή (or (ρ®ρ)ψ = (ρ®p)ψφ) ,

then by a simple computation we see that

F*A = F M (or G * i = AΠG*A)

ίock>\. Thus

ρ*iϊ = QUA (or P*ii - P M )

for Λ> 1. This justifies the definition (1.13).

1.5. Let A be an algebra and M a left ^4-module. For each Wi-i^-

and wn_i_1^Wn_i_ly the set of (1.6), such that 1 <ί<w-l, putting zϋM_1=(l,

Wn_ly we have
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and Φ2ϊι

From this relation we see that

(1.15) φM{Σϊ=ΌFiA®Fn-iM)tzFnM for n>0.

Applying this to M=A we see that

(1.16) φA(ΣH-oFiA®Fu-'A)c:F"A for n>0.

(1.16) shows that φA induces a multiplication

E0(φ): E0(A)®E0(A)->E0(A)

of E0(A) and

(1. 17) E0(A) is a graded connected algebra.

The reduced multiplication φ induces the reduced multiplication

of £ 0(^)for each n>2.

(1. 18) Proposition. EQ(φ)n is surjective for all

Proof. Remark that for every zvn^ Wn, w> 1, there exist wk^. Wk and
G Wn,k_x for some k, 0<A<w, such that

(This can be easily seen by observing a tree of wn). Then

This shows (1.18) immediately.

(1. 19) Corollary. E\A represents the module of indecomposable elements of E0(A).

(1.15) shows that φM induces a module structure

E0{φM): E0(A)®E0(M)^Eΰ(M),

and we have

(1. 20) E0(M) is a graded left E0(A)-module.

Bv a reduced A -module structure of M we mean
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φM = φM(ι®ί): A®M->M.

Then we obtain the reduced £Ό(.4)-module structure

of E0(M). By the same proof as (1.18) we obtain

(1. 21) Proposition. E0(φM)n is surjectίve for

(1.22) Corollary. O1E0{M)^ElM=Q1M.

1.6. Next, let A be a coalgebra and M a left ^4-comodule. By a reduced A-
comodule structure of M we mean

ΨM=(P®1)ΨM: M->A®M.

As a dual of (1.15) we obtain

(1.15*) ψM(GnM)c:Σ£=oGrA®Gn-rM for n>\ .

Proof. It is sufficient to show that

rM for

For each w^Wi and «;;-GfF;., the set of (1.6), such that i-{-j=n-l,
putting wn=(ly wiy Wj-\-i-}-l)^Wnj we have

{ψ? ®Ψ7J)ΨM(PHM) = ψ:\P*M) = 0 .

Thus

ψM(P»M)a Π,+,—!.«,..., Ker {ψ^

= Π t +y=n-i Ker (ψμ

In particular

Then, by an induction on t we obtain

for ί^ l . Finally, putting ί=«-l we complete the proof.

Applying (1.15*) to M=A we see that
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(1.16*) ψA(GnA)aΣUGrA®Gn-rA for n>0.

(1.16*) shows that ψA induces a comultiplication

0E(φ): 0E(A)->0E(A)®0E(A)

of 0E(A) and

(1. 17*) 0E(A) is a graded connected coalgebra.

The reduced comultiplication φA induces the reduced comultiplication

0E(ψ)n = 0E(φ)n: oE»A-+Σrr=

of 0E(A) for each n>2.

(1.18*) Proposition. 0E(φ)n is infective for all

Proof. Let XG A be such that

i-ιAJ n>2.

Since for every wn_1^Wn_ί there exist wk_1^Wk_ι and ^ . j ^ G ^ ^ . ! such

that

UWn-\ / f.wk-l<r>, ,wn-k-l\ t,

ψn_l — (ψk-1 V9ψn-k-l )ψ y

we have

-1-1^) = {0}.

Thus

XZEP^A . q.e.d.

(1. 19*) Corollary. JS1A=P(β(A)).

(1. 15*) shows that φM induces a comodule structure

0E(φM): 0E(M)->0E(A)®0E(M).

and we have

(1. 20*) 0E(M) is a graded left 0E(A)-comodule.

The reduced ^4-comodule structure φM of M induces the reduced 0E(A)-

comodule structure of 0E(M):
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QE(ψM) = 0E(φM)n: oE-M

By the same proof as (1.18*) we obtain

(1. 21*) Proposition. 0E(φM)n is ίnjective for

(1.22*) Corollary. P\E(M)=0E\M)^P1M.

1.7. Let/: A^>B be a morphism of algebras (or coalgebras). By definition
clearly/preserves .F-filtrations (or G-filtrations). The induced map

(or „£(/): 0E(A)-*0E(B))

is a morphism of graded algebras (or coalgebras).
Let A be an algebra (or a coalgebra), M and N be ^4-modules (or -comodules).

If^: M^N is a morphism of yl-modules (or -comodules), g also preserves in-
filtrations (or G-filtrations) and the induced map

E0(g):

(or β{g):

is a morphism of graded £Ό(v4)-modules (or 0£'(^4)-comodules).
In the following subsections we will show that some basic propositions of

Milnor-Moore [10] (Props. 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2.4, 2.5) hold also in our case under sui-
table formulations.

1.8. For the purposes to prove some properties of A using F- (or G-) filt-
rations we need sometimes their completeness conditions. Let A be an algebra
(or coalgebra). When the F- (or G-) filtration of A is complete, i.e.,

Π k>0F*A = {0} (or U k>0G
kA = A),

we call A to be semi-connected. Remark that a graded connected algebra (or coal-
gebra) is semi-connected. If A is semi-connected and of finite dimension over K,
then E0(A) (or QE{A)) is isomorphic to A as G2-modules.

Similarly we call a left ^4-module (or -comodule) M to be semi-connected if
its F- (or G-) filtration is complete. Remark also that a graded left ^4-module (or
(-module) is semi-connected if A is graded and connected.

Usually a decreasing filtration of a module topologizes it. For an algebra A
or a left ^4-module M we topologize it by F-filtration. Then A or M is a Hausdorff
space if semi-connected.
(1.23) Proposition. Let A be a semi-connected algebra. Then A={0} if and only
i£Q(A)={0}.
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Proof. The "only if" part is evident.
Suppose that ρ(^)={0}, i.e., A=F2A. We shall prove that A=FnA for

all «> 1 by an induction on n. If we assume that A—F2A= • =FrtA, n^2> then
=O for l < / < n - l , and by (1.18) we obtain

ElA = {0}, i.e., A = FnA = Fn+1A .

Now

A= Πu>ιF*A={0}

since A is semi-connected. q.e.d.
By exactly the same proof we obtain the following

(1.24) Proposition. Let A be an algebra and M a semi-connected left A-module.
Then M= {0} if and only if Q1M=K ®AM= {0}.

(1.23*) Proposition. Let Abe a semi-connected coalgebra. Then A= {0} if and
onlyifP(A)={0}.

Proof. The "only if" part is evident.
Suppose that P(A)={0}. By (1.18*) and an induction on n> we see that

P M = { 0 } for all n>\ .

Then, since A is semi-connected

A= l)PnA= {0}. q.e.d.

In the same way we obtain the following

(1.24*) Proposition. Let A be a coalgebra and M a semi-connected left A-comodule.
Then M= {0} if and only if P1M=KΠAM= {0}.

1.9. Let/: A-+B be a morphism of algebras. If/(^4) is dense in B (topolo-
gized by F-filtration) then we call/to be almost surjective. Similarly we define the
almost surjectivity of a morphism of ^4-modules. Denote by A the completion of
A by the topology of .F-filtration, i.e.,

Then/: A-+B is almost surjective if and only if/: A->& is surjective.

(1.25) Proposition. Letf: A^B be a morphism of algebras. The following four
conditions are equivalent:

i) / : A-^B is almost surjective,
ϋ) Q(f) •• Q(A)-*Q(B) is surjective•,
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iii) Qnf: QnA->QnB is surjective for all n^ I,
iv) i s / : ElA->E%B is surjective for alln>\.

Proof. We prove in the order: i)->ii)->iv)->iii)->i). To say that / is
almost surjective means that for any b^B and any w>l there exists an element
an<=A such that b-f(an)<=FnB. Thus "i)->ii)" and "iii)->i)" follow imme-
diately.

ii)—>iv): We prove by an induction on n. ii) is equivalent to say that Elf is
surjective. In the following commutative diagram

ElA

En

0B

EIΦ is surjective for rc>2 by (1.18) and Σ ϊ - ϊ ^ o / Θ ^ Γ ' / i s surjective by the
induction hypothesis. Thus E^f is surjective.

iv)->iii): By the following commutative diagram

0 -* ElA -+ QnA -> Qn~λA -> 0

0 -> £SS -+ QnB -> ρ w l β -> 0

and an induction on n we get the proof. q.e.d.

By a parallel argument to the above with some minor changes we get the fol-

lowing

(1.26) Proposition. Let f: M -»iV be a morphίsm of left A-modules. The following
four conditions are equivalent:

i) /: M->N is almost surjective,
ii) 1 ®Af- K ®AM -+K <g) AN is surjective,

iii) Qnf: QnM-*QnN is surjective for alln>ly

iv) E$f: ElM-+En

0N is surjective for all n>\.

Let A be an associative algebra, M an associative left ^4-module and C a G2-
module. Define the left ^4-module structures on A®C and A®M by <pA®l.
Let/: C-^M be a morphism of G2-modules. Then

lA®f: A®C-^A®M and φM:

become morphisms of left ^4-modules.

(1.27) Proposition. Under the above situation the composition φM(l®f): A®C
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is almost surjective if and only if the composition πf: C-+K ®AM is a surjection
of G2-modules, where π: M^K®AM is the canonical projection.

Proof. Since

K®A(A®C)^C and K®

canonically, we see that

via canonical identifications. Then the proposition follows from (1.26). q.e.d.

1.10. By parallel discussions to 1.9. we obtain the following propositions.
The details are left to readers.

(1. 25*) Proposition. Letf: A-+B be a morphism of coalgebras and A be semi-
connected. The follozoing four conditions are equivalent:

i) /: A->B is injective,
ii) P(f): P(A)-+P(B) is injective,

iii) Pnf: PnA^PnB is injective for all rc> 1,
iv) 0E

 nf: 0E
 nA ->0E

 nB is injective for alln>\.

(1. 26*) Proposition. Letf: M->N be a morphism of left A-comodules and M be
semi-connected. The following four conditions are equivalent:

i) /: M-^N is injective,

ϋ) I D A / : K\JAM-*K\3AN is injective,
iii) Pnf: PnM->PnN is injective for alln>\>
iv) 0E

nf: 0E
nM->0E

nN is injective for all

Let A be an associative coalgebra, M an associative left ^4-comodule and C
a G2-module. Define the left ^4-comodule structures on A®C and A®Mby
ψA®l. Let/: M->C be a morphism of G2-modules. Then

ψM: M-+A®M and \A®f: A®M->A®C

become morphisms of left ^4-comodules.

(1. 27*) Proposition. Under the above situation assume that M is semi-connected.
Then the composition {\®f)ιpM M-+A®C is injective if and only if the com-
position ft: K\Z\AM-+C is injective, where i: K \Z\AM^>M is the canonical injection.

1.11. For the sake of our later references we list the following easily proved
propositions, which form some counterpart of Propositions (1.26) and (1.26*).

(1.28) Proposition. Letf: M^Nbe a morphism of left A-modules. Qnf: QnM
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->QnN is injectivefor alln>l if and only if E%f: E^M-^ElN is injective for all

w> 1. Next assume that M is semi-connected, then the above equivalent conditions

imply that f: M->N is injective.

(1.28*) Proposition. Letf: M->N be a morphism of left A-comodules. Pnf:

PnM^PnN is surjective for all n>\ if and only if 0E
nf; 0E

nM^0E
nN is sur-

jectivefor alln^ί. Next suppose that N is semi-connected, then the above equiva-

lent conditions imply that f: M-+N is surjective.

2. λ-modifϊed permutations

2.1. A differential G2-module M is a G2-module equipped with a differential

d: M->M, i.e.

(2.1) dMi^Mi+ι, i^Z2y and d2 = 0 .

We regard K as a differential G2-module endowed with a trivial differential.

Let M and iV be differential G2-modules. M®N is a differential G2-module

by

dM®N = dM®\~\-σ®dN ,

where σ is the involution (1.1) of M.

More generally: let Mly ..., Mn be n differential G2-modules. We define the

i-th partial differential d{ of Mλ®--'®Mn by

(2. 2) dι = σ®~ ®σ®d®l® - ®l

with d in the z-th tensor factor for 1 </<//, where σ is the canonical involution

(1.1). Obviously we have

d\ = 0 and didj+djdi = 0

for all i and j. The canonical differential G2-module structure of Mx ® ®Mn is

given with the total differential

2.2. Let Mj, ..., Mn be n differential G2-modules. As usual, for every per-

mutation ίG@nwe can associate a morphism of differential G2-modules

Ts: M 1 ®...®M M ->M K l ) ®.

^s'1), the so called signed permutation of tensor factors, i.e.,

7U*i® ®*») = Ss(x19 ..., xM)XsCi)
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iy 1 <z<τz, and £s(x19 ..., xn) is a sign such as, if ί=(ί, *+!)> a transposi-
tion, ^(Λ?!, ..., xn)=(-ί)pg for/>=type *, and #=tyρe xi+1.

To formulate the basic properties of signed permutations we shall use certain
semi-simplicial structure of categories. Let ©=3)©2 be the category of differ-
ential G2-modules over a field K. We regard the associativity

(L®M)®N = L®(M®N)

and the obvious isomorphism

K®M=M®K=M

as identities in ©. For each integer « > 1 let

@w = @χ.. .χ@ (fifold)

be the n fold product category of ©. Objects and morphisms of ©(M:> are respec-
tively (M19 ..., Mn\ MίGobj ©, and (flf ...,/ r t),/,eMorph ©, l < ί < n . Let

(2.3) A : ® c " + 1 5 -*© w ,

w, be a functor given by

D4(M19 ..., MΛ+1) = (Mx, ..., Λ ί M ,

Let

(2.4) F,: © w - > © ^ + 1 ) ,

l, be a functor given by

As is easily seen we obtain relations:

Thus

® * = {©<*>, © w , ..., © w , ...}

is equipped with a semi-simplicial structure (in a dual sense) with Z)/s as degene-
racy operators and F/s as /#££ operators.
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The n-th symmetric group @Λ operates on ©(Λ:) as a group of automorphisms.

Namely every ίG@Λ determines a functor

by

s(Mly ..., Mn) = (M5Cl), ..., M-sίt0),

* ( / i > •••>/«) — (/sCi)> •• >/jC*:>) >

5 = ί - 1 . These functors s form a group of automorphisms of ©cw). There hold

the following relations between these automorphisms and degeneracy or face ope-

rators: for any ίG@Λ and any Z>,: ©(Λ+1)-^©CΛ), 1 </</*, there exists Dfs<=&n+1

uniquely such that

(2.5)

for any S G @ , + 1 and any F{: ®^^.®(-n+1\ l < i < n + l , there exists F?

uniquely such that

(2.6)

And we have following relations with respect to compositions:

(2.7) D*sΌD*s = Df(sΌs), j = s(i),

(2.8) FfsΌFfs = F*(s'°s), j = s(i).

We define a canonical functor

(2.9) T= Γ ' " : © W ^ @

by

for each n > l . We have the following obvious relations:

(2. 10) Γw°Z) t. = Γc"+1> for all ί, 1 < ί < » , and

(2.11) T^^oFi = Γ< > for all x, l < i < n + l .

Now we can regard the signed permutations as natural transformations

(2.12) Ts: Tm-»T™oS, s(Ξ&Λ> n>\ ,

which satisfy the relations:

(2.13) TS>TS = TS,S, Tu = id.,

(2. 14) T. Di = TD*S (ί£@,, 1 <»<»),

(2.15) TsoFf=TF*s
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2.3. Take an element X^K and fix it. Let M19 ..., Mn be differential G2-
modules over K. Using the partial differentials d{ of (2.2) we define X-modified
switching maps

Tiλ: M1® "®Mn-^M1®"'®Mi_1®Mi+1®Mi®Mi+2® "®Mn

by

(2.16) 7Vχ = (l+λ4rf,+ 1)Γ,

for 1 </<w—1. As is easily seen we have

Tiλdi = di+1Tiλ> Tiλdi+1 = έ/f.Γ/iλJ 1 </<»-• 1 ,

Tiλdj = djTiλ for j Φ

In particular jΓf tλ's are morphisms of differential G2-modules. When n=2 we
put

Tlλ=Tλ9

i.e.,

(2.17) Γλ

called the X-modίfied twisting morphism, then we have

(2. 18) Tiλ - 1®.

with Γλ in the i-th place for l<i<w-l . Obviously the ordinary switching
maps and twisting morphism are the 0-modified ones.

A routine computation shows that

(2.19) Γ ? Λ = 1 - for Ί < i < n - 1 ,

TiλT£+lλTiλ = Ti+lλTiλTi+lλ for l<ί<n-2,

TiλTJfλ=TJλTiλ for i + l < ; .

Since the corresponding relations for transpositions £,•=(/, i+1) are fundamental
relations of @Λ [7], p. 287, if we define for each ίG@Ma map

Tsλ: M1®

(s=s~ί) by expressing s as a product of ί/s, replacing each tk in this expression by
the corresponding Tkλ and putting Ts λ to be equal to thus obtained composition
of T{ λ*s, then T5 λ is a uniquely determined map regardless of choices of the
expression of s. So defined, the map Ts λ is called the X-modified permutation
(corresponding to ίG@n). Tsλ is a morphism of differential G2-modules since
Ti>λ's are so. Obviously Ts=TSt0 for each ί G @ r

Now we can regard the λ-modified permutations as natural transformations
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(2. 12)λ Tsλ: T«>-*T™oS, ^ @ n , n > l .

(2. 20) Proposition. X-modifiedpermutations satisfy the relations:

(2. 13)λ TsrλTsλ = Ts,sλy TidiX = id.,

(2. 14)χ Γ,,λoZ). = Γ D *, Λ

(2. 15)λ Γ.^oF, = Γ F * s Λ

Proof. (2.13)λ is obvious by the definition of Ts λ. To prove (2.14)λ it is

sufficient to prove for s=tk, a transposition, by the relation (2.7); then by (2.18)

it is sufficient to prove the case z—2. In the latter case the relations are easily

obtained by routine calculations.

The proof of (2.15)λ is also reduced by (2.8) and (2.18) to the case J I = 1 .

This case is obvious because K has a trivial differential. q.e.d.

(2. 21) Corollary. Suppose a proposition P on differential G2-modules involving

signed permutations Ts is true and proven only using properties (2.13), (2.14) and

(2.15) as those of Ts's. Then a proposition P λ , obtained by replacing Ts by Ts>λ for

each s (X^K is fixed), is also true.

An iterated application of (2.14)λ implies

(2.22) Proposition. Let Mly ..., Mn be differential G2-modules. Suppose each

Mi is a tensor product Λf, =iVΛί_1+1(g) ®iVΛί of differential G2-modulesy l < / < w ,

O=ko<k1<k2<*"<kn=r. A permutation s of {1, ..., n} induces naturally a

(blockwise) permutation τ o / { l , . . . , r } . Then, for

regarded as a morphism

An iterated application of (2.15)λ implies

(2.23) Proposition. Let Mly ..., Mn be differential G2-modules. Suppose {M1,

..., Mn) contains some number of Kys. Deleting some KJs from {Mly ..., Mn} we

obtain {Nly ..., Nr}. A permutation s of {1, ..., n} induces a permutation r of {1,

..., r} . Then, for \<=K,

regarded as a morphism
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3. Differential algebras and coalgebras

3.1. Let A be an algebra (or a coalgebra) endowed with a differential d as a

G2-module. When d commutes with the structurure morphisms φ, η and £ (or

(ψy £ and η) then we call A to be a differential algebra (or coalgebra). The ground

field K is a differential algebra as well as coalgebra endowed with a trivial

differential.

Remark that the assumption that d commutes with the multiplication φ (or

comultiplication ψ) implies that d commutes with the unit η (or £), [1], p.512. By

our present definition we further assume that d commutes with the augmenta-

tion £ (or -η). Thus it is stronger than the definition of [1], p.512.

Let A and B be differential algebras (or coalgebras). Putting

(3. 1) φλ = (φ®φ)(l®Tλ®l): A®B®A®B->A®B

(or φλ = (l®Tλ®l)(ψ®ψ): A®B->A®B®A®B)

and

as usual, A®B becomes a differential algebra (or coalgebra), which has a multi-

plication φλ (or comultiplication φλ) different from the ordinary tensor product

and will be called the X-modified tensor product of A and By denoted by (A ®B)λ.

Thus (A®B)0=A®B, the ordinary tensor product.

Every algebra (or coalgebra) can be regarded as a differential one by putting

d=0 (trivial differential). In this case we have

(A®B)λ = A®B

for any X^K.

Let Ay B and C be differential algebras (or coalgebras) and X^K. We have

the associativity

(3. 2) ((A®B)λ®C)λ = (A®(B®C)λ)λ .

We denote this by (A®B®C)λ. More generally we put

inductively for n differential algebras (or coalgebras) Aif l<z'<w. Because of

the above associativity (3.2) it is equal to (A1®(A2® " ®An)λ)λ and so on.

If a differential algebra (or coalgebra) A satisfies the relation

(3. 3) φTλ = φ (or Tλφ = ψ\ XEΞK ,

then we call A to be X-commutative.
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(3.4) If A and B are associative or X-commutatίve differential algebras {or coalgeb-

ras), then (A®B)λ is also associative or \-commutative.

Proofs of (3.2) and (3.4) are of course not hard by direct computations. But we

would rather regard them as cases to apply the principle (2.21) because the case

X=0 is obvious and classical.

3.2. To apply the principle (2.21) for differential algebras and coalgebras

the following observations would be useful. Let A be a differential algebra (or

coalgebra), M19 ..., Mn be differential G2-modules and λ G f c Replacing Λf, by

A and A®A we consider the following morphism of differential G2-modules

(3. 5) = 1® ®1®<?®1® ®1:
Mί®-~®Mi_1®A®A®Mi+1®-

with φ (or ψ) in the ί-th tensor factor, 1 <z <w. Since φ (or ψ) is a morphism of

differential G2-modules, the naturality of λ-modified permutations and (2.14)λ

imply the relation

(3. 6) TsλΨ^

(or TD*sλφ^ = φ^Tsλ)

for each s^&n,j=s(i). Similarly, replacing <p(or φ) by η or £, we have relations

(3. 7) T* \V = v J TF*<. λ and

regarded as

and

where j=s(i).

3.3. Let A and Z? be differential algebras (or coalgebras). We have the

relation

(3.8)

(or φλTλ = (Tx®Tλ)φλ)
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for \EzK> where φ\ (or ψλ) denotes the multiplications (or comultiplications) of

(A®B)λ and of (B®A)λ simultaneously, and Tλ: (A®B)κ->(B®A)λ.

This relation is also an immediate consequence of (2.22) and the naturality

of Γλ.

Next, letA19...yAnben differential algebras (or coalgebras) and X^K. Let

c(n)=(l9 2, ..., n)> a cyclic permutation of order n. Put

Tctn)t\ — Cn,\, X-modified cyclic permutation.

Putting (A®"-®A»~i)\=#> by (2.22) we see that Cnλ=Tλ as a map: B®An

->An®B. Then, since (A1® --®An)λ=(B®An)Ky by (3.8) we obtain

(3. 9) Cnλφλ = φk(Cnλ®Cnλ)

where φλ (or ψλ) denotes the multiplications (or comultiplications) of (Ai®-"

®An)λ and of (An®A1® -'®An_1)λ simultaneously.

3.4. Let A be a differential algebra (or coalgebra) and M a left A -module

(or -comodule) which is a differential G2-module. When the structure map φM (or

ψM) commutes with differentials on M and A®My then we call M to be a dif-

ferential left A -module (or -comodule).

Let A and B be differential algebras (or coalgebras), and M and iV be differ-

ential left A- and Z?-modules (or -comodules) respectively. Putting

(3. 10) φx = (φM®<pN)(l®Tλ®l): (A®B)λ®M®N->M®N

(or φλ = (l®Tλ®l)(ψM®ψN): M®N-*(A®B)λ®M®N),

we define a (^4®i?)λ-module (or -comodule) structure on M®Nf denoted by

(M®N)λ and called by X-modified tensor product of M and N. (M®N)λ be-

comes a differential left (^4®.B)λ-module (or -comodule). When M and Aτ are

associative then (M®N)λ is also an associative (̂ 4® B)λ-module (or -comodule).

3.5. Let A be a differential algebra (or coalgebra). Since the structure mor-

phisms commute with the differential, H(A) gains the induced multiplication (or

comultiplication), unit (or counit) and augmentation. Thus H(A) is an algebra

(or coalgebra). If A is associative or λ-commutative for some X^K, then H(A)

is associative or commutative. If B is another differential algebra (or coalgebra)

then

(3.11) H((A®B)λ) = H(A)®H(B)

as an algebra (or a coalgebra) for any

Since the differential commutes with η and £, it preserves the direct sum

decomposition (1.3). In particular
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(3.12) d(Λ)dA.

This implies that

(3. 13) d{FnA)czFnA (or d(GnA)czGnA)

for each n > 0. Thus the F- (or G-) filtration determines the spectral sequence

(3. 14) Er(A) = Σn*>En

rA (or rE(A) = ^n>orE^A),

0, as usual. (1.16) (or-(1.16*)) and the standard arguments about spectral
sequences imply

(3.15) Proposition. If A is a differential {associative) algebra {or coalgebra), then
Er{A) {or rE{A)) is a differential graded and connected {associative) algebra {or coal-
gebra)for each r > 0 , of which the differential dr has degree r {or -r). Furthermore,
if A is X-commutative for some λ G ί then E0{A) {or 0E{A)) is also X-commutative
for the same X and Er{A) {or rE{A)) are commutative for allr^ί.

If/: A->B is a morphism of differential algebras (or coalgebras) then/indu-
ces morphism

Er(f): Er(A)^Er(B) (or rE(f) rE(A)^rE(B)),

r>0, of spectral sequences of graded algebras (or coalgebras).
Let A be a differential algebra (or coalgebra) and M a differential left A -mo-

dule (or -comodule). Then we can see that H{M) is a left H{A)-moάvλe (or -como-
dule), and also that the differential d: M-+M preserves F- (or G-) filtrations of
M and hence we get a spectral sequence Er{M) (or rE{M) ), r > 0 , of which the
r-th term is a differential left £'r(^4)-module (or rJB(^4)-comodule) for each r > 0 .

3.6. Let A and B be differential algebras (or coalgebras) and X^K. Put-
ting {A®B)λ=C and denoting the multiplications (or comultiplications) of Ay B
and C by A<P> BΨ a n d cΨ ( o r AΨ> BΦ a n d cΦ) respectively, we shall express
(or cφnn) in terms of Aψnn and Bφξn (or Aφnn and Bφnn) for each w
the sets of (1.6).

Let uk^&2k be a permutation such that

uk{2i-1) = ί and uk{2i) = β+z, 1

We denote as

C/,= ΓMΛ and Ukλ=TUktλ,

By an induction on n we can easily show that

A®B<P%n = {A<P>®B<P%nWn+ι

(Or Un+lA®BφZn = Aψ
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for each wn^Wny # > 1 . Remark that this is the case to apply the principle

(2.21) making use of (3.6). Hence we obtain the relation

(3. 16) c < « = {Aφζn ®BφZ»)Un+lλ

(or Un+lλcψ%n = Aψ>®Bψ»

for wn<=Wn, n>\.

3.7. Let A and B be differential algebras and X^K. We have

(3.17) Proposition. Σlr^FrA®Fn~rB = Fn(A®B)λforn>0.

Proof. Put (A®B)λ=C and denote the multiplication of C by cφ. For

a ; M e ^ M and ^-i^W^-i, r+s=n> we have

Im AΦΪLΪ1® Im Bφ^λ = c<z>((Im Aφ™LτΎ

czcφ(lm cΨΪLT1® Im ^ f i Γ 1 ) =

where wM_i=(l, ^r-i> w s - i + r ) ^ WH_X. Thus

Next, for each

by (3.16) since

and since d commutes with η and L>

Im c^C-f' ^

where τrt. and 7τy are 97 or ^ of ^ί and .β respectively, and the summation runs over

{f!, ..., £„, jΊ, ..., yΛ} having no pairs (ίs, j ,) such that πis=πJs=v. Since

for a suitable ^ . . . j G Wn_i_1 if {7rfl, ..., τrt.M} contains exactly i v's> we have

Im c^Γ-Γ 1 cΣ. + y < M > M ; Λ _._ l ) t t ; w _ y _ l Im ^Γ-Γ-Γ 1 ® Im s^C-7-Γ1

Thus

^ " C c Σ ^ / ^ ^ F ΰ = Σf+l=/fil®F'B . q.e.d.

By (3.17) we obtain immediately the following
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(3.18) Proposition. If A and B are differential algebras then for X^K we have
i) E0((A®B)λ)^(E0(A)®E0(B))λ

and
ii) Er((A®B)κ)^Er(A)®Er(B)

for r^ί as graded differential algebras.

3.8. Let A and B be differential coalgebras and X^K. As a dual of (3.17)
we have

(3. 17*) Proposition. Σr=*GrA®Gn-rB=Gn{A®B\for n^O.

Proof. Denoting comultiplications of A> B and C = (A®B)λ by Aψ, Bψ
and cφ respectively, (1.16*) and (3.16) imply that

®GJΊB® -®GJn+iB)

for each wn e Wn. In each summand of the right hand side above, there exists t,
l, such that it=jt=0. Hence

cψ%n{GrA®Gn-rB) = 0 for each wn^ Wn

and we obtain

Σlr=oGrA®GnrBczGnC.

Conversely, let x^GnC. Since

Pc = £A®PB+PA®6B+PA®PB

and the mixed tensor products of SA, pA, £ β and ρB are projectors in a direct
sum decomposition of (A®B)®k derived from the decomposition (1.3) of A and
By letting π* denote 6 or p we have

(*) (πAι®πBi®-®πAn+i®πBn+ήcψ%n(x) = 0

for all aι,G Ŵ Λ unless ^s=^'s=S for some ί, 1
Now, for each wi^Wi and ^ G ^ y such that i-{-j=n— 1, 0 < / < n — 1, we

put w Λ =(l, ^ t , ^ y + ί + l ) . Then ψ%n=z(ψyi ®ψp)ψ and we have

from (*) on one hand. By an easy calculation it is equal to

on the other hand, where l = η(l) in A and B respectively. Thus
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for each wie Wi and WJ^WJ such that i-\-j=n—\ and 0<i<w—1. Hence

In (*), putting 7^1= •••=#'*=£, zrf'»+i=£+p and πJΊ— ~—πJ'n+i=p, we obtain

and also

G

Hence

GnCcGnA®G*B.

Finally using an induction similar as in the proof of (1.15*) we obtain

GnC(zΣZ=oGrA®GnrB. q.e.d.

From (3.17*) we obtain the following

(3.18*) Proposition. Let A andB be differential coalgebras andX^K, then

and

ii) rE((A®B)λ)^rE(A)®rE(B)

for r ̂  1 as graded differential coalgebras.

REMARK. Applying similar arguments as in 3.7 and 3.8 to (M®N)λ, where

M and N are differential left A- and β-modules (or comodules), we can obtain a

similar Kϋnneth formula for the spectral sequence of (M®N)χ. But it is some-

what tedious and unnecessary in our later discussions, so we omit the details of

them.

3.9. Let A be a differential algebra (or coalgebra). The filtration induced

from F- (or G-) filtration of A is defined by

FnH(A) = Im [H(FΆ)-+H(A)]

(or GnH(A) = Im [H(GnA)-+H(A)] .

This filtration is of course not the same as the F- (or G-) filtration of H(A).

Nevertheless we can easily see that

(3. 19) FnH{A)-DFnH{A) (or GnH(A)cGnH(A))

forallrc^O.

In coalgebra case we can easily deduce from (3.19) the following
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(3.20) Proposition. Let A be a differential and semi-connected coalgebra. Then
H{A) is also semi-connected.

In algebra case we can not prove the corresponding proposition. To this end
we need much stronger condition than the "semi-connected".

Let A be an algebra (or a coalgebra). We call A to be finitely semi-connected
if there exists n>0 such that FnA={0} (or GnA=A). Thus, in case of an
associative algebra A, to say that A is finitely semi-connected is equivalent to say
that the unique maximal ideal A is nilpotent. When A is of finite dimension as a
module over K, "semi-connected" is equivalent to "finitely semi-connected".

Now from (3.19) we can easily see the following

(3.21) Proposition. Let A be a differential algebra {or coalgebra). If A is finitely
semi-connectedy then H{A) is also finitely semi-connected.

4. λ-modified differential Hopf algebras

4.1. Let a G2-module A be endowed with a structure of algebra as well as
that of coalgebra. When the algebra unit and augmentation coincide with the coal-
begra augmentation and counit respectively, then we call A a quasi pre Hopf algeb-
ra. Furthermore, when the multiplication and the comultiplication is associative
then we call A a pre Hopf algebra.

When a (quasi) pre Hopf algebra A is equipped with a differential so that A
is a differential algebra as well as a differential coalgebra, then we call A a differen-
tial (quasi) pre Hopf algebra. In this case by (3.15) we have two spectral sequences

{Er(A)9 r^O} and {rE(A), r^

of graded algebras and coalgebras respectively.
If a differential (quasi) pre Hopf algebra A satisfies

(4. 1) φφ = {<p®φ){l®Tλ®l){ψ®ψ)

for some \(EiK, then we call A a X-modified differential {quasi) Hopf algebra, or
simply a {quasi) {d, λ) -Hopf algebra. Thus, to say that a differential (quasi) pre
Hopf algebra A is a (quasi) {d, λ)-Hopf algebra is equivalent to say that

ψ: A->{A®A)λ

is a morphism of differential algebras or that

φ: {A®A)λ->A

is a morphism of differential coalgebras.
A(quasi) {dy 0)-Hoρf algebra is simply called a differential {quasi) Hopf alge-
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bra; furthermore, when the differential is trivial or ignored, it is a {quasi) Hopf
algebra. Any (quasi) Hopf algebra can be regarded as a (quasi) (d, λ)-Hopf alge-
bra with d=0 for any X^K.

We obtain easily

(4.2) Proposition. If A is a (quasi) (d, X)-Hopf algebra, then H(A) is a (quasi)
Hopf algebra with the induced structure morphisms. (Cf., [1], proposition 2.4).

Examples of (d, λ)-Hopf algebras are rich in mod p i£-theory of ϋf-spaces.
Differential near Hopf algebras of [1] are (rf,l)-Hopf algebras over K=Z2. If we
use a non-commutative external multiplication in K*(; Zp) [2], then K*(X; Zp)
of a finite CW-H-space X becomes a quasi (dy λ)-Hopf algebra with λΦO.
(Cf., [1], §5).

4.2. Let A be a (quasi) (d, λ)-Hoρf algebra. Morphisms ψ and φ induce a
morphism of differential algebras

Er(ψ): Er(A)-+Er((A®A)λ)

and of differential coalgebras

rE(Ψ): rE((A®A)λ)^rE(A)

for r>0. (3.18) and (3.18*) imply that Er(ψ) (or rE(φ)) defines a comultipli-
cation (or multiplication) of Er(A) (or rE(A)). Thus we obtain Hopf structures in
Er(A) (or rE(A)) and we can easily see the following

(4.3) Proposition. Let X(=K and A be a (quasi) (d, X)-Hopf algebra. In the
spectral sequence {Er(A),r^0} (or rE(A),r^0}) associated with the F-(or G-)
filtration,

i) the term EQ(A) (or 0E(A)) is a graded connected (quasi) (d, X)-Hopf algebra
with the differential d0 of degree 0,

ii) the term Er(A) (or r£"(^4)) is a graded connected differential (quasi) Hopf
algebra with the differential dr of degree r (or -r)for r > 1, and

iii) Er+1(A)^H(Er(A)) (or r+1E(A)^H(rE(A)) as (quasi) Hopf algebras for
r>0. (Cf, [1], proposition 2.9).

4.3. Let A and B be differential (quasi) pre Hopf algebra. For X G X we
denote by (A®B)λ a differential (quasi) pre Hopf algebra A®B with the λ-
modified multiplication and λ-modified comultiplication.

(4.4) Proposition. Let X^K. If A and B are (quasi) (d, X)-Hopf algebras
then (A®B)X is also a (quasi) (d, X)Ήopf algebra.

Proof. The proposition is classical for λ = 0 . By the principle (2.21) using
(3.6) we conclude (4.4) for general X^K. q.e.d.
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Now (3.18), (3.18*) and (4.4) show that

(4.5) Proposition. Let X^K, and A and B be (quasi) (d, \)-Hopf algebras.

and

0E((A®B)λ)^(<)E(A)®0E(B))x

as graded (quasi) (d, X)-Hopf algebras
ii) Er((A®B)x)^Er(A)®Er(B)

and

rE((A®B)x)^rE(A)®rE(B)

as graded (quasi) differential Hopf algebras for
iii) any morphism f: A-^B of (quasi) (d, X)-Hopf algebras induces morphisms

Er(f): Er(A)-»Er{B) and rE(f): rE(A)->rE(B) of graded (quasi) (d} X)-Hopf
algebras for r~ 0 and of graded differential (quasi) Hopf algebras for r > 1.

4.4. Let A be a quasi (d, λ)-Hopf algebra. Since

ψ: A-^(A®A)X and φ:

are morphisms of differential algebras and coalgebras respectively, for each
wn<=Wny the set of (1.6),

φZn : A-»(A*H+1)k and φζ» : (A®n+\-^A

are morphisms of differential algebras and coalgebras respectively, and preserve
.F-filtrations and G-filtrations respectively. Then, by (3.17) and (3.17*) we see that

and

for each wn^ Wn, n > 1 and m>0. In particular ^Γ-Γ1 and ψn-ϊ1 induces

(4.6) ^

and

(4.6*)

for each wn_1^Wn_1,

4.5. Let A be (quasi) pre Hopf algebra. For each » > l w e define a map

vn\ PnA-*QnA
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as a composition of the inculsion PnA->A and the projection A-+QnA. parti-
cularly important is the map

According to [6] we call A to be primitive, coprimitive or biprimitive if v is surjec-
tive, injective or bijective respectively.

(4.7) Proposition. Let A be (quasi) (d, \)-Hopf algebra. If A is primitive, co-
primitive or biprimitive then vn is surjective, injective or bijective respectively for
every n > 1.

Proof. Suppose A is primitive. Then vx is surjective. We prove the sur-
jectivity of vn by an induction on n. Let w>2 and consider the following com-
mutative diagram:

^ D * ' ~ n ' ^ PnA < PnlA

where the direct sum 0 runs over all wn_λ^Wn_1, P^^Γ-Γ1) is the map of
(4.6*) and J ^ Γ - Γ 1 ) : {E\Af>n-+En

ΌA coincides with E0(φ)»»ϊ\ (1.18) implies
that φE^ψnϋ.T1) is surjective; 0(^x)®n is surjective since vx is so; vn^ is sur-
jective by an assumption of the induction. Then, since EΊA^>QnA->Qn~λA is
exact, by chasing the above diagram we see easily the surjectivity of vn.

Next, suppose A is coprimitive. vx is injective. We prove the injectivity of
vn by an induction on n. Let n > 2 and consider the following commu-
tative diagram:

where the direct sum 0 runs over all wn_1^ Wn_1. This diagram is dual to the
previous one. Then, by a dual argument to the above we see the injectivity of vH.

q.e.d.

4.6. Let i b e a quasi (d, λ)-Hopf algebra. Sometimes the semi-connecti-
vities of A as algebra and as coalgebra are not independent to each other.

(4.8) Proposition. Let A be a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra. If A is coprimitive and
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semi-connected as a coalgebra, then A is semi-connected as an algebra.

Proof. Take any # e P\k>ιF
kA. Since A is semi-connected as a coalgebra

there exists an integer n such that x^PnA. But vn(x)=Q since x^Fn+1A. Now
A is coprimitive, hence (4.7) implies that x—0. q.e.d.

We can not prove the dual statement of (4.8) by a similar reason as (3.20).
Again, under the stronger condition of *'finitely semi-connected'' the dual state-
ment is true.

(4.9) Proposition. Let Abe a quasi (d, \)-Hopf algebra. If A is coprimitive and
finitely semi-connected as a coalgebra, then A is finitely semi-connected as an algebra.

(4.9*) Proposition. Let Abe a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra. If A is primitive and
finitely semi-connected as an algebra, then A is finitely semi-connected as a coalgebra.

Proofs of these propositions are easy.

4.7. By definitions, (1.19) and (1.19*) we see

(4.10) Proposition. Let A be a quasi (d, \)-Hopf algebra. E0(A) is primitive
and 0E(A) is coprimitive. (Cf., [6], proposition 1.3).

Next we prove

(4.11) Proposition. Let A be a quasi (d, \)-Hopf algebra which is semi-connected
as an algebra. If EQ(A) is coprimitve then A is coprimitive.

Proof. We show that PxAΐ\F2A=ψ). Take any element x^P'AΠ
FnA for any n> 2. Then

{x}^P\E0(A))ΠEn

0A, n>2y

where {x} denotes the element of E%A represented by x. By the assumption and
(4.10)£0(^)isbiprimitive. Therefore

{x} = 0, i.e.,

Thus

PλAϊ\FnA = PxA{\Fn^A for all ,

i.e., P1AnF2A = P1AΠFnA for all n>2.

Now

PXA ΠF2A= Π (P'A Π F"A) - {0}

since A is semi-connected as an algebra. q.e.d.

As a dual of (4.11) we obtain
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(4.11*) Proposition. Let Abe a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra which is semi-connec-
ted as a coalgebra. If 0E(A) is primitive then A is primitive.

Proof. Take any element X G A We show that x is congruent to an element
of PXA modulo F2A. Since A is semi-connected as a coalgebra, there exists « > 0
such that x^PnA. Suppose that τz>2. Since 0E(A) is biprimitive by the assump-
tion and (4.10), {x} is decomposable, where {x} denotes the class in 0E

nA
represented by x. Thus, there exists u^Pn~1A such that

x = umodF2AΠPnA ,

whence, by an induction on n in the descending order, we see that x is congruent
to an element of PλA mod F2A q.e.d.

4.8. From now up to the end of this section we will see how some proposi-
tions and theorems of Milnor-Moore [10] work also for our (d, λ)-Hopf algebras.

Let A and B be associative algebras (or coalgebras) and /: A-^B (or/: J5->
A) a morphism of algebras (or coalgebras) which is left normal in the sense of
[10], Definitions 3.3 and 3.5. We regard ΰ a s a left ^4-module (or -comodule) as
usual. Put C=K®AB (or C=K\JAB). Then C is a G2-module and, as is
easily seen, has an induced structure of an algebra (or a coalgebra) by that of B.
Further suppose that A and B are differential algebras (or coalgebras) and / is a
morphism of differential algebras (or coalgebras). Then C obtains a differential
induced by that of B so that C becomes a differential algebra (or coalgebra). Final-
ly suppose that A and B are quasi (d> λ)-Hopf algebras for X^K and/a mor-
phism of quasi (d> λ)-Hopf algebras, then the relation (4.1) of B shows that C ob-
tains also a comultiplication (or multiplication) induced by that of B so that C be-
comes a quasi (dy λ)-Hopf algebra for the same X^K. Thus we obtain the fol-
lowing two propositions.

(4.12) Proposition. Let λ E ί and f: A-+B be a morphism of quasi (d, X)-
Hopf algebras which is left normal as a morphism of algebras. Let π: B->C=K
®AB be the natural projection, and assume that the multiplications of A and B
are associative. Then C has a unique structure of quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra such that
π is a morphism of quasi {d, X)-Hopf algebras.

(4.12*) Proposition. Let X^K and f: B-+A be a morphism of quasi (d, X)-
Hopf algebras which is left normal as a morphism of coalgebras. Let i: C=K\Z\AB

->B be the natural injection, and assume that the comultiphcations of A and B are
associative. Then C has a unique structure of quasi (d, X)Ήopf algebra such that i
is a morphism of quasi {dy X)-Hopf algebras.

4.9. A morphism of algebras or ^4-modules, where A is an algebra, is cal-
led to be an almost isomorphism or almost bijective if it is injective and almost sur-
jective.
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Let A and B be algebras (or coalgebras) and/: A—>B (or/: Έ-+A) a mor-

phism of algebras (or coalgebras). Put C=K®AB (or C=K\3AB) a n d π° B->C

(or i: C->B) be the canonical projection (or injection). By the definitions of C

we have the following relation:

(4. 13) τtφB(f®\) = π(SA®ί)

(or (4.13*) {f®\)ψBi = (vA®l)i: C->A®B),

where we used the identification K®B=B. These relations will be used fre-

quently in the following discussions.

(4.14) Proposition. Let i: A-+B be an injection of quasi (d> X)-Hopf algebras

which is left normal as a morphίsm of algebras} and π: B->C=K®AB be the

canonical projection. Assume that B is semi-connected and associative as an algebra,

then there exists an almost isomorphism

of left ^4-modules such that i=zh(\®ηc) and πh=SA®\. If we assume furthermore

that B is finitely semi-connected as an algebra or that A and B are graded connected,

and i is degree-preserving, then h is an isomorphism.

Proof. Choose a morphismy: C^B of G2-modules such that 7cj—lc,jyc

— ηB and SBj=£c (but not required to commute with differentials). Define

as the composition

A®B

of morphisms of left ^4-modules, where B®B is an ^4-module by the ^4-module

structure of the left tensor factor. The relations i=h(l®ηc) and πh=£A® 1 are

easily obtained. We have

Thus by (1.27) we see that h is almost surjective.

Next we show the injectivity of h. Define a map

g: B^B®C

as the composition

Φ \®π
B —-?—> B®B ~-^-> B®C .

Using (4.13) we can easily see that^ is a morphism of left ^4-modules, and we have
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gh = a(i®l),

where a=(φB®π)(l®ψB)(ί® j): B®C^>B®C, is a morphism of left B-
modules. Now, since i® 1 is injective, to show the injectivity of h it is sufficient
to show that a is injective. Since a preserves F-filtrations of B®C, which are
given by FfcB®C> by restricting a we have a map

for each &>0. Here

Fka mod Fk+1B®C =

= (l®π)(l®j) = id.

This shows that the map

Ek

oa: Ek

0

induced by a is an identity map for each &>0. Thus a is injective by (1.28).
Finally suppose that B is finitely semi-connected as an algebra (or A and B

are graded connected, and i is degree-preserving), then F-topology of B (or of Bn

for each degree n) is discrete. Thus almost surjectivity of h implies the surjecti-
vity of h. q.e.d.

(4.14*) Proposition. Let π: B-+A be a surjectίon of quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebras
which is left normal as a morphism of coalgebras, and i: C=K\Z\AB-^B be the
canonical injection. Assume that B is semi-connected and associative as a coalgebra,
then there exists an isomorphism h: B^A®C of left A-comodules such that hi=

and π=(l®Sc)h.

Proof. Choose a morphism j : B-^C of G2-modules such that ji=lCy

= SB
 a n d j VB=VC Define

as the composition

of morphisms of left ^4-comodules. h is injective by (1.27*) and satisfies the rela-
tions: hi=-ηA®\ and π=(ί®βc)h, as is easily seen. Define a map

as the composition

B®B — - ^ B.
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Using (4.13*) we can see that g is a morphism of left ^4-comodules, and we have

where a=(l® j)(l®φB){ψB®i): B®C->B®C, is a morphism of left 5-como-
dules. Then, discussing in a similar way as in (4.14), we see that 0E

ka—\ for all
&>0. Thus a is surjective by (1.28*). Hence h is surjective. q.e.d.

4.10. The following two propositions correspond to Proposition 4.9 of [10].

(4.15) Proposition. Let i: A-+B be an injection of quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebras

which is left normal as a morphism of algebras, and π: B^>C=K®AB be the

canonical projection. Assume that the multiplication of B is associative, and that B

is finitely semi-connected as an algebra or that A and B are graded connected, and i

is degree-preserving, then i gives an isomorphism

of quasi (d, \)-Hopf algebras by restricting range.

Proof. We use the maps and notations given in the proof of (4.14). It is suf-
ficient to show that the sequence

i g

is exact, where g=(l®pc)g'

gi = (l®π)ψBi — (l®π)(i®i)ψA

thus

gi=0.

Next assume that g(b)=0 for b^B, then

g(b) =

By the proof of (4.14), h: A®C->B and a: B®C-*B®C are isomorphisms

such thatgh = a(i®l) and a(l®ηc)=l®vc. Then we have

i{\®Sc)h-\b) =

i.e., b^L I m / . q.e.d.
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(4.15*) Proposition. Let π: B->A be a surjection of quasi (d, \)-Hopf algeb-

ras which is left normal as a morphism of coalgebras, and i: C=K\^]AB->B be the

canonical injection. Assume that B is semi-connected and associative as a coalgebra,

then π induces an isomorphism

B®CK ^ A

of quasi (d, \)-Hopf algebras by passing to quotients.

Proof. We use the maps and notations appeared in the proof of (4.14*). It

is sufficient to show that the sequence

B®C -^> B -^> A —> 0

is exact, where g=g(l®ιc)-

πg = πφB(\®i) = φA(π®π)(l®i)

thus

Next assume that π(b)=0 for beΞB. By the proof of (4.14*) h: B->A®C

and a: B®C^B®C are isomorphisms satisfying π=(l®£c)h, (l®f:c)a:==l®£c

and hg=(π®l)a. Therefore

(l®Sc)h(b) = π(b) = 0 ,

i.e., h(b)<=A®C.

Hence, choosing a morphism k: A-+B of G2-modules such that πk—lA, we have

and

ga~\k® l)h(b) = ga~\k® l)A(i)

= h-\π®l)(k®l)h(b) = b ,

i.e., b^ Img. q.e.d.

By the above two propositions and Propositions 3.11 and 3.12 of [10] we ob-

tain

(4.16) Proposition. Under the assumptions of Proposition (4.15) or (4.15*) (in

this case, exchanging the notations between A and C) there is a commutative diagram

( ) ( ) (

I I I
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with exact tows.

4.11. The following two propositions correspond to Proposition 4.11 of
[10]. The proofs are almost parallel to that of [10] if we use our (4.15) and (4.15*)
instead of Proposition 4.9 of [10]. So we omit the proofs.

(4.17) Proposition. Suppose i: A->B andj: B-+C are injections of quasi (d, λ)-
Hopf algebras which are left normal as morphisms of algebras. Assume that the
multiplication of C is associative, and that C is finitely semi-connected as an algebra
or that A, B and C are graded connected, and ί,j are degree preserving. Let B'=K
®AB, C'=K®AC andj': B'->C be the morphism of quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebras
induced by j . Then /' is injective and left normal as a morphism of algebras, and

K®BC=K® BΌ'.

(4.17*) Proposition. Suppose T: B-^A and π: C-+B are surjections of quasi
{d> X)-Hopf algebras which are left normal as morphisms of coalgebras. Assume that
C is semi-connected and associative as a coalgebra. Let B'=K\Z\ABy C'-=K\Z\AC

and πr: C-+B' be the morphism of quasi (d> X)-Hopf algebras induced by π. Then
π' is surjective and left normal as a morphism of coalgebras, and

4.12. Let A be a semi-connected coalgebra. We define an integer valued
function ω on A by ω(*)="the least integer n such that x^G"A". We call ω the
prίmitivity function on A. The following proposition corresponds to Proposition
4.13 of [10].

(4.18) Proposition. Let A be a {quasi) (d, X)-Hopf algebra which is semi-connec-
ted as a coalgebra. Then A is a direct limit of sub {quasi) {d, X)-Hopf algebras which
are finitely generated as algebra.

The proof is the same as [10], Proposition 4.13, if we replace the choice of
x^A — B with least degree by a choice of such an element with least value ω{x),
and the use of degree property of ψ{x) by the use of (1.16*). So we omit the de-
tails of the proof.

Let A be a (quasi) (rf, λ)-Hoρf algebra such that A=Ui(=iA{, a direct limit
of sub (quasi) {d, λ)-Hopf algebras, where I is directed by the inclusion of A..
Since the direct limit is an exact functor for modules over a field, the functors
P% Q\ Eoy 0E, and H commute with the direct limit, i.e.,

= U , , t

= l\m0E{Ai)y

E0{A) = lim E0(A4) and H{A) = lim H{A,).
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5. Derived Hopf algebras

5.1. In this section all modules, algebras and so on, are understood over a

field K of characteristic/>Φθ. Let Π be a multiplicative cyclic group of order/)

and M a Π-module, i.e., Π operates on M. Suppose M admits a basis X=^ {xt}

which is Π-invariant. Then X is decomposed uniquely as a disjoint union X=

Y U Z of Π-invariant subsets such that Π fixes every element of Y and operates

freely on Z. We call Y and Z respectively the U-fixed and ΐl-free part of X.

Let 7Γ be a generator of Π and put

Δ = l - τ r and 2 = 1+*H hr*" 1 .

Since Δ Σ = Σ ^ = 0 , for a Π-module M we can define the quotients

(5. 1) Φ(M) = Ker Δ/Im Σ and Ψ(M) = Ker Σ/Im Δ .

Since Σ ~ Δ^~\ we have inclusions

Ker ΔcKer Σ and Im Σ<= Im Δ

and a canonical map

(5.2) Λ: Φ(Λf)->Ψ(Λf) .

Following lemmas are obvious.

(5. 3) Lemma. Lei Λf and N be U-modules, then

and

Ψ(M 0iV)

canonically.

(5.4) Lemma. Lei M be a Π-module admitting a Π-invariant basis X, and Y

be the Π-fixedpart of X. Then the canonical map K induces isomorphisms

the submodule of M generated by Y.

5.2. Let M be a differential G2-module. For X^K, the λ-modified cyclic

permutation Cpλ makes M®p a Π-module. In this case Δ and 2 a r e denoted

by Δ λ and 2 λ respectively. We denote also as

(5. 5) Φ(M®>, CV) = Φ λM and Ψ(M®^, C ί Λ ) = ΨλM

for simplicity. Since CPtλ commutes with the differentials, Φ λ M and ΨλM
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obtain the induced structures of differential G2-modules.

(5.6) Lemma. Let M and N be differential G2 modules. We have canonical iso-

morphisms

Φλ(M0JV)^ΦλM0ΦλJV

and

Ψλ(M 0 N ) ~ ΨλM ®ΨλN

of differential G2-modules.

Proof. We have a direct sum decompsoition

of Π-modules, where B=M®N®P~1®-". Π operates freely on the set of direct

summands {M®N®p~λ> ...} of B. Choosing a set of representatives of Π-orbits

in this set, M®N®P~\ M®2®N®P~2 and so on, and choosing a rf-stable homo-

geneous basis of M and of N respectively, make a basis for each representative of

the above Π-orbits as usual. The union of these bases and their successive

Cp λ-transforms makes a Π-free basis of B. Thus Lemmas (5.3) and (5.4)

conclude Lemma (5.6). q.e.d.

5.3. Let M be a differential G2-module. Choosing a rf-stable homogeneous

basis {xιy dxιy yκ} of M, where dyκ=0, we can decompose M as a direct sum of

differential sub G2-modules:

M= Θ Λ Θ Λ ,

where Bt=K{xι9 dxt} and Cκ=K{yκ}. Thus

(5.7) ΦxMβe^e^ς

and

(5.7') Ψ x M β θ . Ψ A θ . Ψ x C .

by (5.6) for X^K. We can now reduce the discussions of ΦλM and ΨλM to

those of Φλ£, ΨλB, ΦλC and ΨλC, where B=K{xy dx) and C=K{y} with

dy=0.

ΦλC and Ψ λ C are easily discussed.

and j Θ / > is fixed by Cpλ regardless of type y. Thus, by (5.4), we obtain

(5.8) ΦλC^ΨλC^K

generated by y®p.
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Next we discuss ΦλB and ΨλB.

Case i): p=2 and X=0. In this case {x®x, dx®dxy x®dxy dx®x} forms a Π-

invariant basis of B®B and its Π-fixed part is {x®xy dx®dx}. Thus

(5. 9. 1) ΦλB^ΨλB^K{x®xy dx®dx) .

Case ii): p=2 and λΦO. In this case {x®xy x®x-\-\dx®dxy x®dxy dx®x)

forms a Π-invariant Π-free basis of B®B. Hence

(5.9.2) Φ λ £ ^ ψ λ β ^ { 0 } .

Case iii) p odd. By a monomial in B®p we mean a mixed tensor product of x and

dx. A monomial in 5®* is called of height k if it contains exactly k dxys in its

tensor factors. Let Br denote the submodule of B®p generated by monomials

of height >r, which is clearly Cp λ-stable. Br defines a decreasing filtration of

B®p = B ^ B ^ - DBp = K{(dx)*>) ZDBP+1 = {0} .

The operation on Br/Br+1 induced by Cpλ coincides with Cp, and as is

easily seen Br/Br+1 admits a Π-free basis for 0<r<p and a Π-fixed basis for

r=0 and py namely, {x®p} for r=0 and {{dx)®p} for r=p. Choosing a set of

representatives of Π-orbits of this Π-free basis for 0<r<py by an induction on

descending order of r we see easily that Br admits a Π-invariant basis of which

Π-fixed part consists only of {dx)®p for 1 <r<^>.

Let Beυ and Bod denote the submodule of B®p generated by monomials of

height even and odd respectively. By definition of λ-modified switching maps

we see that Bev and Bod are Π-stable, and we obtain direct sum decompositions

= Bev®Bod

and

into Π-stable submodules. Furthermore, a simple check of the above choice of

Π-invariant basis of Bx shows that this basis can be decomposed as a union of

Π-invariant bases of Bev Π Bx and of Bod Π B1. Since Bev Π B1 does not contain

{dx)®p

y finally we see that Beυ Π Bx admits a Π-free basis. Thus

μ ψ(Bβ9πB1) - {0}

by (5.4).

(5.10) Lemma. There exists an element
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such that x®p+bpλ(x) is H-fixed. bpλ(x) is unique modulo Im Σ x

Using this lemma we see easily that the union of {x®p+bpλ(x)} with the
Π-free basis of Bev Π Bί forms a Π-invariant basis of Beυ of which the Π-ίixed part
consists only of x®p+bpλ(x). Since Bod^Bod^\Bly Bod admits a Π-invariant
basis of which the Π-fixed part consists only of {dx)®p. Thus B®p admits a Π-
invariant basis of which the Π-fixed part is {x®p+bPfλ(x), {dx)®p}. Therefore,

(5 .9. 3) ΦλB^ΨλB^K{x®p+bPtλ(x), (dx)®p) .

Proof of Lemma 5.10. Observe that

Since Aλ(x®p) e Ker Σ λ and Ψ(Bev Π B,)= {0} we see that

i.e., there exists an element bpλ(x)^BevΓ\B1 such that

Aλ(x®p+bPfλ(x)) = 0 .

Let bf^BevΠB1 be another element such that x®p+b' is C^-invariant.

Then

Aλ(bPλ(x)-b') = 0 .

Since Φ(Bev Π 3,)= {0} we see that

bPλ(x)—i'GlmΣλ . q.e.d.

5.4. By (5.7), (5.7'), (5.8) and (5.9.1-3) we obtain

(5.11) Proposition. Let M be a differential G2-module and X^K. The canon-
ical map (5.2) induces an isomorphism

of differential G2-modules.

Next we show

(5.12) Proposition. Let M be a differential G2-module and X^K. The induced
differential on Φ λ M ^ Ψ λ M is trivial.

Proof. Since 1 | Ker Aλ=Cpfλ|Ker Δλ we have

</|Ker Δλ = Σκk< pdk\Ker Δλ = Σi<*<ΛCiΓχΊKer Δ λ

i ^ l K e r Δλ = Σχ4 |Ker Δ λ c l m Σ Λ .
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Thus

d = 0 on ΦλM. q.e.d.

Φ λ (or Ψ λ) is clearly functorial. Let

be an exact sequence of differential G2-modules. Choosing a canonical basis of

L and then extending it to a canonical basis of M, we see that the above exact se-

quence is a direct sum of the following types of exact sequences:

0 > 0 > B — ^ B > 0,

0 > 0 — > C - i£* C > 0,

0 • C—> B > C > 0,

0 > B —^ B > 0 • 0 ,

o —> c i c —> o —• o,
where B and C are elementary differential G2-modules discussed in 5.3. Apply

Φ λ (or Ψ λ) on these sequences and use (5.8) and (5.9.1-3), then we see easily

that

ΦλL->ΦλM-*ΦλiV

is exact, and in case p odd or p=2 and \d=0

is exact. Thus we obtain

(5.13) Proposition. Let λ G i f and assume that p is odd or that p=2 and Xd

= 0 . Then Φ λ {or Ψ λ) is an exact functor defined on the category of differential

G2-modules.

5.5. Let A be a differential algebra (or coalgebra) and X^K. By (3.9)

Cpy. (A®p)χ->(A®P)K is a morphism of differential algebras (or coalgebras).

Thus we obtain

(or ψλAλ = (

where φλ (or ψλ denotes the multiplication (or comultiplication) of (^4®/>)λ.

Therefore we obtain

(5.14) Lemma, i) When A is a differential algebra then Ker Δ λ is a differential
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sub algebra of{A®p)κ.

ii) When A is a differential coalgebra then Im Δ λ is a differential coideal of (A®p)λ.

Next we prove

(5.15) L e m m a , i) When A is a differential algebra then Im Σ \ is a differential

ideal of Ker Δ λ .

ii) When A is a differential coalgebra then ΨKA is a differential sub coalgebra of

Coker Δ λ .

Proof. Remark that

l |KerΔ λ =C, i λ |KerΔχ.
Hence

where B= {A®p)x. Thus

<Pχ((Im Σx)®(Ker Δ λ ))c Im Σ x .

Similarly,

^>λ((Ker Δλ)®(Im

That is, i) is proved.

Next, for * G 5 = ( A W ) X ,

5 ® ( I m Δ λ ) .

Thus

0λ(Ker Σλ)ci(Ker Σlχ)®B+B®(ϊm Δ λ ) .

Similarly

^λ(Ker Σ λ ) d ^ ® ( K e r Σχ)+(Im

Hence

which proves ii). q.e.d.

5.6. Now let J be a (quasi) (d, λ)-Hoρf algebra for λ e l By (4.4)
{A®% is also a (quasi) (d, λ)-Hopf algebra. By (5.15) ΦλA and Ψ λ ^ are
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differential algebra and coalgebra respectively with induced structures from

(A9")κ. (5.12) says that these differentials are trivial, and (5.11) says that there

exists a canonical isomorphism Φλ^4^Ψλ^4 of G2-modules. So, if we identify

ΦλA and ΨλA by this canonical isomorphism, then ΦλA gains structures of an

algebra and a coalgebra. Since these structures of ΦλA are induced from the

corresponding ones of {A®p)x it is a (quasi) {d, λ)-Hopf algebra with the trivial

differential, i.e., we have

(5.16) Proposition. Let A be a {quasi) {d, X)-Hopf algebra, ΦXA=ΨXA is a

{quasi) Hopf algebra.

We call ΦλA the derived Hopf algebra of A. By (5.6) we see also that

(5. 17) Φ ^ = ΦλA and Ψ^A = ΨλA .

6. Primitivity and coprimitivity

6.1. Let A be a quasi {d, λ)-Hopf algebra for X G K By ideals, sub algebras

and quotient algebras (or coideals, sub coalgebras and quotient coalgebras) of A we

mean those of the underlying algebra (or coalgebra) of A.

The maps

φa = φ{φ®\-\®φ): {A®A®A)λ->A,

and

φc = {Tλ-ί)φ: A->{A®A)λ

measure deviations from associativities and λ-commutativities.

(6. 1) Lemma, i) Im φa and Im φc are differential coideals of A;

ii) Ker φa and Ker φc are differential sub algebras of A.

Proof. Since φ{φ® 1), <£>(1®<?>)> φTλ and φ are morphisms of coalgebras

by (4.1) and (3.8), putting B={A®A)λ and C={A®A®A)λ we have

Φψa = {φa®{φ{φ®\))+{φ{\®φ))®φa)φc

and

ψφc = {<Pc®<pTλ+φ®<pc)φB ,

which prove i).

Similarly we have
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and

ψcφ = φB(φc®Tλφ+φ®φc) ,

which show ii). q.e.d.

6.2. As the first step to discuss our version of Milnor-Moore criterion of
coprimitivity [10], Proposition 4.20, we have

(6.2) Proposition. Let A be a quasi (d, X)Ήopf algebra which is semi-connected

as a coalgebra. If A is coprimitive then the multiplication is associative and X-com-

mutative.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that φa and φc are zero maps.

By (6.1) Coker φa is a quotient coalgebra of A. Since Im φadF2K we

have a map/: Coker φa->Q{A) such that the following diagram

P(A) > A ^y Q(A)

I 1 /f
P(Coker φa) » Coker φa

is commutative, where π: .4-^Coker φa is the canonical projection, a morphism of
coalgebras, and//=*/: P(A)-*Q(A). As v is injective by assumption the above
diagram shows that P{π) is injective. Then π is injective by (1.25*). Hence

Ker π = Im φa = {0} .

A parallel discussion shows that φc is also a zero map. q.e.d.

(6. 2*) Proposition. Let Abe a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra which is semi-connected

as an algebra. If A is primitive then the comultίplication is associative and X-com-

mutative.

Proof. We show that φa and φc are zero maps.

By (6.1) Ker φa is a sub algebra of A. Evidently φa(P(A))=0. Thus we

have a map g: P(A)->Ker φa such that the following diagram

3 Q(A)

\Q(k)

O(Ker φa)

is commutative, where k: Ker φa-*A is the inclusion. As v=ji is surjective by
assumption, we see that Q(k) is surjective. Then Ker φa is dense in A by (1.25).
On the other hand, φa preserves .F-nltrations since (φ®ί)φ and (\ξζ)φ)φ are so,
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which means that ψa is continuous. Thus Ker φa is closed in A since (A® A
®A)λ is semi-connected as an algebra, i.e., Hausdorff. Hence

A parallel discussion shows also that

Ker ^. = .4. q.e.d.

6 3 Let A be a differential algebra (or coalgebra). If the multiplication φ
(or comultiplication ψ is associative, then, for each n > l , φ% "> (or φnn) are the
same map for all choices of wn^ Wn, the set of (1.6). In this case we denote it
simply by φn (or φn) (which coincides with the notation of [6]).

Now assume that the characteristic of K, denoted by p, is non-zero and the
multiplication φ (or comultiplication ψ) of A is associative and \-commutative for
some \^K. Using the notations of §5 we define a map

i4 (or *£: ^ -

by

£x = <Pp-J (or v'x = τtφp_x) ,

where i: Ker Σλ~^(A®p)λ and π: (A®p)λ-+Coker Σ x are the canonical inclusion
and projection respectively. Since φ (or ψ) is λ-commutative we have

<Pp-Aλ = 0 (or A^p_, = 0)

by (3.3) and (2.13)λ. And, passing to quotient (or restricting range) we have the
induced map

ξ'λ':ΦkA-+A (oτv'kΊ A-+ΦλA).

Define

ξλ: ΦλA-+A (or Vλ: A^ΨλA)

as the composition

£x= ξ\°κ (or Vx = «otf)

where tc is the canonical map (5.2). Since φ (or φ) is \-commutative, φP-λ\
(A®p)λ-*A (or φp_x\ A-^(A®P)X) is a morphism of differential algebras (or
coalgebras). Thus the induced morphism ξλ (or ηλ) is a morphism of algebras
(or coalgebras).

Now suppose A is a quasi (d, λ)-Hopf algebra, char K—pΦO, and the
multiplication φ (or comultiplication φ) is associative and λ-commutative.
<Pp-ι (or ψp^i) is a morphism of coalgebras (or algebras) by (4.1). Thus the in-
duced one ξ" (or 17̂ ) is also so. Thus we obtain
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(6.3) Proposition. Let A be a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra over afield K of charac-

teristic />φθ. If the multiplication φ (or comultiplίcation ψ) is associative andX-

commutative then φp^ {or </̂ _i) induces a morphism of(d, X)-Hopf algebras

(6.4) ξλ: ΦλA-+A (orVλ: A-+ΨλA).

Since the differential of ΦλA is trivial by (5.12),

(6. 5) Im ξλ (or Coim ηλ)

is a quasi Hopf algebra with an associative and commutative multiplication (or

comultiplication) which is a sub (or quotient) Hopf algebra of A.

6.4. We use the following notations:

h = f xl<Mt and ηλ = ηλ\Λ .

(6.6) Theorem. Let X^K and A be a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra which is semi-

connceted as a coalgebra. If A is coprimitive then the multiplication is associative, X-

commutative and, when the characteristic of Kis non-zero, ? λ is a zero map.

Proof. The first half is only a repetition of (6.2).

By (6.3) ζχ(ΦχA) is a sub coalgebra of A, hence ξλ(Φ\A) is a coideal of A.

Since ξλ is induced by φp_t and every element of ΦλA has a representative in

A®p by (5.17), we see easily that ξλ(ΦλA)<zF2A and obtain an induced map / :

A/ξλ(ΦλA)-+Q(A) such that the following diagram

P(A)

P(Alξλ(ΦλA)) > Alξλ(ΦκA)

is commutative, similar to that of (6.2). Then a parallel argument to (6.2) shows

ξλ(Φ^4) = {0} . q.e.d.

As a dual of (6.6) we obtain

(6. 6*) Theorem. Let λ G K and A be a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra which is

semi-connected as an algebra. If A is primitive then the comultiplication is associative,

X-commutative and, when the characteristic of K is non-zero and Ψ^A is semi-

connected as an algebra, ηλ is a zero map.

Proof. Again the first part is only a repetition of (6.2*).

By (6.3) Ker ηλ is an ideal of A. Hence, putting J 9 = ^ 0 K e r ηXy B is a sub

algebra of A. An easy computation shows that
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ψ,.1(P{A)) = 0 mod ImΣλ

Thus P(A)cKcr τ)\=B and we have a commutative diagram

P(A) > A

\ I k I Q(k)
B Q(B) ,

similar to that of (6.2*). Hence Ker ηλ is dense in A with respect to F-topology
of A as in (6.2*). Now Ker ηλ is closed in A since ηλ is continuous as a mor-
phism of algebras and ΨλA is Hausdorff by assumption. Thus

Ker -ηλ = A . q.e.d.

REMARK. The additional assumption that Ψλ^4 is semi-connected as an al-
gebra is perhaps awkward in the above Theorem. Yosimura [11] has proved re-
cently the following fact: Let A be a differential algebra over a field K, char K=p
Φθ, andX^K; when p is odd or p=2 and Xd=0, A is semi-connected if and only if
the algebra ΨλA is so; when p=2 and Xd Φθ, H(A) is semi-connected if and only if
ΨλA is so. Thus this awkward assumption about ΨλA can be eliminated in major
case, or replaced by another assumption that H(A) is semi-connected as an algebra
in the other case. Because of (3.21), when A is finite dimensional over K we can
eliminate the assumption about ΨλA completely.

6.5. Let A be a quasi (d, λ)-Hoρf algebra over a field Ky char K—/>Φθ.
The above two Theorems (6.6) and (6.6*) give necessary conditions for coprimiti-
vity and primitivity of A. We show later that, in the major case, i.e., p odd or p
—2 and Xd=0, these are also sufficient conditions. Here we denote these con-
ditions by
< C P > the multiplication φ is associative, X-commutative and ?λ is a zero map,
and
< P > the comultίplication ψ is associative, X-commutative and ηλ is a zero map.

Here we have

(6.7) Proposition. The properties < CP > and <P> of A are respectively here-
ditary to H(A).

Proof. Clearly the associativity and λ-commutativity is hereditary to H(A).
Now in the exact sequence

0 -> dA -+ Z(A) -> H(A) -> 0

each term has trivial differential. Hence

0 -* Φλ(dA) — Φχ{Z{A)) — Φk(H(A)) -* 0
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is exact by (S.I3). Observe the following commutative diagram:

Φλ(A) < ^ l

*-*— Z(A) > H(A)

ί is injective and Φλ(τr) is surjective. Hence ? λ = 0 implies that ζλ(H(A)) = 0,
i.e., <CP> is hereditary to H(A).

The case of < P > can be proved by a parallel discussion. q.e.d.

6.6. One of the main steps in proving the sufficiency of < CP > and <P>
for coprimitivity and primitivity in major cases, is to reduce the problem to some
graded cases and come back to A by making use of (4.11) and (4.11*).

(6.8) Proposition. Let X^K, char K=p, and A be a quasi (d, \)-Hopf algebra.
Assume that p is odd or that p=2 and λrf= 0. If A satisfies <CP> then E0(A)
also satisfies < CP > .

Proof. The associativity and λ-commutativity of E0(φ) is clear. We prove
only that ?λ is a zero map for E0(A).

Since each EQA is a rfo-stable submodule of E0(A)> we have

0

by (5.6). Now we see that

ξλ: ΦλE0(A)->E0(A)

is a direct sum of maps

(by the reason of degrees), w>0. Since ξλ (of A) is induced by φP-x and φp.1

preserves F-filtrations by (1.16) and (3.17), it induces a map

ξλ: ΦλF
nA->FnpA

for each /z>0. Now consider the following commutative diagram

ΦλA - M l ΦλFM ^ i ΦjltA

L I 7t

A < FHA > ETA

for #>0, where i and π are canonical inclusions and projections. By (5.13)
Φλ(zr) is surjective. Then, by a simple chasing of the above diagram we see that
the assumption implies that
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is a zero map for each n>0. q.e.d.

(6.8*) Proposition. Let \(=K, char K=py and A be a quasi (dy X)-Hopf

algebra. Assume that p is odd or that p=2 and \d—0. If A satisfies <P> then

0E(A) also satisfies < P > .

Proof. Again we prove only that ηλ is a zero map for 0E(A). By the same

reason as in the above, we have

By the nature of the construction of Ψ λ , Ψλ(0E
nA) should be considered as the

group of degree npy that is, if we express the graded module Ψλ(0E(A)) as

Ψλ(0E(A)) = φm>0Ψλ(0E(Aψ,

then

Ψκ(0E(A))m = {0} for m^Omodp

and

Therefore, since ηλ of 0E(A) is induced by 0E(ψp_1), it is degree preserving;

putting

Vx=@mVx, vT = Vκ\oEmA,

we see that

77^z^O for m^βOmoάp

and

75?: 0E
npA->Ψλ(0E

nA)

for each «>0. Hence it is sufficient to show that vlp=z^ f° r ^ > 0 under our
present assumption.

Next we remark that, if we regard as ΨλA — ΨλA by (5.17), then we can

regard as ηλ (of A) is induced by ψp_x. Now ψp_λ preserves G-filtrations by

(1.16*) and (3.17*), whence 0 / > _ 1 ( ^ - 1 ^ ) c : ^ - 1 ( Λ ® / ) ) λ . Hence ψp_x induces a

map

(A9p)xIPnp~\A®p)x is a Π-module by an operation induced by Cpλ. And, by

exactly the same reason as in (6.3), ψp_λ induces a map

η'λ:

for each w>0. Since
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by (3.17*), we have an induced map

of Π-modules. Hence we have

Then we can regard the composition

as a map induced by ψp^λ for each # > 0 .

Finally consider the following commutative diagram

>' ~~ V
for w>0, where A: 0E

mA->A/PmlA is the inclusion and π: A^AlPmλA is
the projection. By (5.13) Ψλ(k) is injective. Then, chasing the above diagram
we see that the assumption implies that ηlp is a zero map for n>0. q.e.d.

6.7. Let 4̂ be a quasi (rf, λ)-Hopf algebra, λ<Ξi£, char K=p=^0. In this
subsection we assume that the multiplication of A is associative and X-com-
mutative. We obtain the following lemmas by routine calculations involving
inductions.

(6.9) Lemma, i) If x^ A is of even type, then

\(dx)2 = 0 and d(xk) = kxk~ιdx\

ii) if x^A is of odd type, then

X(dx)2 = 2x\ d(x2k+1) = x2*dx and d(x2k) = 0.

(6.10) Lemma. Suppose that p=2 or that p is odd and x and y are elements
of even type. Then

(xy)k = x*y*+\(k(k-l)l2)x*-1dx-y"-1dy .

(6.11) Lemma. Let x^P(A). i) Suppose that p=2 or that p is odd and x is
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of even type, then

φ{xkdx) — Y%Jψ}{xidx®xk-i+xi®xk-idx)\

ii) Suppose that p=2 or that p is odd and x is of odd type, then

φ((dx)kx) = Y1

By (5.9.1-3) we see that Im l λ is generated by {xz; Xdx—0, x^A} in case
p=2, and {φP-ι{x^p+bpλ{x)), x<=A} in case p odd. Since bpλ(x) is a linear
combination of mixed p-ϊo\d tensor products of x and dx containing dx at least
two, by (6.9) we see at once

(6.12) Lemma. Suppose that A satisfies <CP>, then
i) in case p—2,

x2 = 0 if

ii) in case p odd,

xp = 0 if x is of even type.

6.8. Let A be a graded connected quasi (d, λ)-Hopf algebra, λ e i £ , char
K—p^O. A is bigraded: the one is the Z2-grading and the other is a non-nega-
tive grading, the former is called by "type" and the latter by "degree". By a
"homogeneous" element of A we mean an element with definite type and degree.
In this subsection we assume that the multiplication is associative and X-commu-
tative, and deg d=0.

Let X^LA be a homogeneous element, then non-zero elements of {xk> xkdx\
&>0} are linear independent since types or degrees are mutually different. And
also non-zero elements of {(dx)k, (dx)kx\ &>0} are linear independent. There-
fore by (6.11) we obtain

(6.13) Lemma. Let x^A be homogeneous and primitive.
i) Suppose that p=2 or that p is odd and x is of even type; if a non -zero element
xk is primitive, then k=p\ t^O, where £Φl in case p<=2 and λ ώ φ O ; if a non-zero
element xkdx is primitive, then k=0.
ii) Suppose that p—2 or that p is odd and x is of odd type; if a non-zero element
(dx)k is primitive, then k=p*,t^O; if a non-zero element (dx)kx is primitive, then
k=0.
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6.9. Here we prove the inverse to Theorem (6.6) under very special assump-

tions in major cases.

(6.14) Proposition. Let Abe a graded connected quasi {d, X)-Hopf algebra with

deg d—0, whose generators as an algebra are finite and of degree 1. Assume that

p is odd or thatp=2 and Xd^-0. If A satisfies < C P > then A is coprίmίtive.

Proof. Choose a ^-stable homogeneous basis

{*„ ..., xfc, xh+1, ..., xn, dxly...9 dxk) ,

of A1 (the module of degree 1) where dxj=0 for k-\-\ <y <ra. We say

that A has n generators as a differential algebra. We prove the proposition by an

induction on n.

First we suppose that A has a single homogeneous generator x as a differen-

tial algebra. We have two cases.

1) The case of dx=0; in this case we are just in the ordinary case; A—Kp[x]/

(xp) wrhen p is odd and x is of even type, or A=Ap(x) otherwise by (6.9) and

(6.12). Thus A is biprimitive.

2) The case of dx^O; the elements of A are all linear combinations of elements

of the form xk(dx)1. When^>=2 or p is odd and x is of even type, we see that

(dx)2=0 by (6.12) for/>=2, and by (6.9.ii) for p odd; hence the elements of A are

all linear combinations of xk, xkdx, &>0. When p is odd and x is of odd type,

we see by (6.9.ii) that \(dx)2=2x2, i.e., x2=\β {dx)2\ hence the elements of A are

all linear combinations of (dx)k, x(dx)k, k^O. Now by (6.12) and (6.13) we see

easily that A is biprimitive.

Next process is parallel to [10], p.233. Suppose the proposition is true for

cases with less than or equal to n-\ generators as differential algebras. Let B be the

sub differential algebra of A generated by {x19 ..., xn_i}. λ-commutativity implies

that B is a normal sub algebra of A, Putting C—K®BAy C is a quotient dif-

ferential algebra of A with one generator y=π(xn) of differential algebra, where

π: A->C is the canonical projection. Here we note that B and C are quasi (*/,λ)-

Hopf algebras w7ith generators </z— 1 as differential algebras, satisfying the

assumption of the proposition. Under our assumption on^> and \dy Φ λ is an ex-

act functor by (5.13). Thus <CP> is hereditary to Sub and Quotient (d, λ)-

Hopf algebras. Therefore B and C satisfy < CP >, hence are coprimitive by the

assumption of the induction. Now we have a commutative diagram

0 > P(B) > P(A) > P(C)

\Vβ
 \ V A \ V C

0 — * Q(B) —> O(A) — > Q(C) — + 0

with exact rows by (4.15), (4.16) and our assumption on degrees of generators. It

follows the injectivity of vA from that of vB and vc. q.e.d.
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6.10. Now we prove our inverse theorem to Theorem (6.6) in cases p odd
or p=2 and Xd=0.

(6.15) Theorem. Let \^K and A be a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra. Suppose
that A is semi-connected as an algebra, and that char K=p is odd or that p=2 and
\d=0. If A satisfies <CP > then A is coprimitive.

Proof. By (6.8) E0(A) satisfies <CP> under our assumptions. E0(A) is
graded connected. Hence by (4.18) we can express as

E0(A)= \JieIBt

as a direct limit of sub quasi (d, λ)-Hopf algebras which are finitely generated as
algebras. Since E0(A) is generated by elements of degree 1 as an algebra by (1.19),
we can choose B , / G / , SO that they are generated by elements of degree 1. Now,
since deg do—O, B{ satisfies the assumptions of (6.14) for each i^I. <CP>
is clearly hereditary to sub (d, λ)-Hopf algebras. Thus B. satisfies < CP > , hence
is coprimitive by (6.14). Then, since the direct limits are exact functors.

v:P(E0(A))->O(E0(A))

is injective as the limit of

which are injective, i.e., E0(A) is coprimitive. Finally, by (4.11) we see that A is
coprimitive. q.e.d.

6.11. Let A be a graded G2-module, i.e.,

A = AoφA^ Z2-grading

= Σ3»>ô ίn> non-negative grading

such that, putting An

t=At Π An, At=^n>0A
n

e for t(=Z2. Suppose A is of finite
type, i.e. dim An<oo for each w>0, then we can talk about the dual A* of A as
usual [10]. Several notions and statements about A and A* are in duality relation.
We denote here by "X<^>Y" that a notion or a statement X about A is dual to
Y about A*. When A is a finite dimensional G2-module, putting A°—Ay An=
{0} for w>0, we can regard A as a graded G2-module of finite type, and apply the
following duality relations.

The following duality are classical, cf. [10]: multiplication <p<->comultipli-
cation φ* φ is associative<—><p* is associative η is a unit for <£><—>??* is a counit for
φ*\ £ is an augmentation of <£><—•£* is an augmentation of φ*; (A, φ, yy S) is a
graded algebra<->(̂ 4*, φ*> η*y β*) is a graded coalgebra; graded connected algebra
<->graded connected coalgebra; differential<->difTerential differential algebra<->
differential coalgebra.
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Now let λGK. We see easily that Tλ is self-dual. Thus we obtain the fol-
lowing dualities: multiplication φ is λ-commutative^comultiplication φ* is λ-
commutative (A, φ, ψ, η, £, d) is a graded (quasi) (d> λ)-Hopf algebra<->(̂ 4*,
ψ*, φ*y £*, 17*, </*) is a graded (quasi) (d, λ)-Hopf algebra.

Next, let A be a graded (quasi) (d, λ)-Hopf algebra of finite type. The fol-
lowing duality relations are also easily seen:
PkA<r->QkA*, k>l; H(Ay>H(A*); Er(A)^rE(A% r>\\ A is primitive*-*^* is
coprimitive; A is semi-connected as an algebra<->^4* is semi-connected as a
coalgebra. Assume further that char i£—/>φθ, then Φλ^4<->Ψλ^4*: ξλ*->V\'> A
satisfies <CP ><-^4*satisfies <P>.

6.12. As a dual to Theorem (6.15) we obtain

(6.15*) Theorem. Let X<=K and Abe a quasi (d, X)-Hopf algebra. Suppose
that A is semi-connected as a coalgebra, and that char K=^p is odd or thatp=2 and
\d= 0. If A satisfies <P> then A is primitive.

Proof. By (6.8*) 0E(A) satisfies <P >. 0E(A) is graded connected. Hence
by (4.18) we can express 0E(A)= U t e/-B« a s a direct limit of sub quasi (d, λ)-
Hopf algebras which are finitely generated as algebras. Hence B{ is of finite
type. Under our assumptions Ψ λ is an exact functor by (5.13). Hence the
property < P > is hereditary to sub (d, λ)-Hopf algebras. Thus B{ satisfies
<P>. Then the dual B* satisfies <CP> (cf., 6.11). Here Bf is connected,
hence coprimitive by (6.15). Thus B{ is primitive for each i e / . Now, since
the direct limits are exact functors,

is surjective as the limit of surjective maps

i.e., 0E(A) is primitive. Finally, by (4.11*) we see that A is primitive. q.e.d.

6.13. By (6.6), (6.7) and (6.15) we obtain

(6.16) Proposition. Let \<=K, char K^O, and A be a quasi {d,\)-Hopf
algebra. Assume that A is semi-connected as a coalgebra and H(A) is semi-connected
as an algebra. If A is coprimitive then H(A) is coprimitive.

Dually, by (6.6*), (6.7) and (6.15*) we obtain

(6.16*) Proposition. Let X(ΞK, char K^O, and A be a quasi (d, X)-Hopf
algebra. Assume that A and ΨλA are semi-connected as an algebras and H(A) is
semi-connected as a coalgebra. If A is primitive then H(A) is primitive.
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Now, since Er(A) and rE(A) are graded connected for r > 0 , as a corollary

of (4.10), (6.16) and (6.16*) we obtain

(6.17) Theorem. Let \<=K, char K^O, and Abe a quasi (d, \)-Hopf algebra.

Er(A) is primitive and rE(A) is coprimitive for every
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